
Detectify Case study: Photobox

How Photobox 
transformed security into 
an enabler for faster 
product development



Photobox's security 
challenges

Balancing fast product development and security



Due to rapid product delivery, Photobox needed to ensure product security that saw 

security function as an enabler instead of a blocker. The organization constantly handles 

multiple teams and works directly with the technical operations and site reliability teams, 

who are the most significant users of Detectify.

A continuously changing environment


Michelle joined Photobox in March 2020 and has focused on ensuring the security team are 

delivering projects that improve not only the security of the business but improve the 

visibility and trust of the security team. The key to her success was streamlining secure 

delivery methods and implementing tools such as Detectify to help the rapid deployment 

of security tools and solutions.



During 2020, most companies underwent budget freezes due to the emerging covid-19 

pandemic, and Photobox was no exception. As a result, the organization relied heavily on 

finding valuable, open-source software to solve visibility problems and to be able to scan 

for the latest and newest security vulnerabilities. 



Photobox selected Application Scanning for dynamic scanning and Surface Monitoring to 

track internet-facing assets and improve visibility.  
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About Photobox

Photobox helps turn photos – from the everyday quick snap 

to the most precious, once-in-a-lifetime event – into the most 

thoughtful of gifts.
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Five ways Photobox uses Detectify

1.
 Coverage and automation of newest security vulnerabilities 


When Photobox was looking at gaps in their solutions, what stood out most was that 

Detectify products benefit from the power of crowdsourced security research to help find 

the newest security vulnerabilities. “We wanted something not only automated but had 

people behind it to continually add the latest vulnerabilities. That’s where the true value 

lies,” says Sonya.



Sonya understood that crowdsourced ethical hacking research could far outpace open 

source tools, and having the combination of new research and automation from Detectify 

was vital.

3.
 Smooth vulnerability escalation and prioritization



Using Detectify’s integrations to Jira, Slack, and email enables Photobox to prioritize faster 

and fix bugs with the most critical impact. Using these tools along with the inbuilt alerts 

and collaborative approaches such as open forum discussions allow the security team to 

help keep security improvements at the forefront.

4.
 Continuous feedback loop

Photobox uses vulnerability insights directly from Detectify and shares them with their Site 

Reliability Team (SRE). The vulnerabilities view gave immediate oversight to the status of 

their applications and they were able to provide valuable feedback on filtering which was 

quickly implemented into the UI by Detectify.
2.
 Improved visibility


Having security vulnerabilities visible and updated in the Detectify tool means that 

Photobox teams can take ownership and quickly remediate them. Detectify has helped the 

SRE team identify vulnerabilities quickly, fix things faster, and spend more time delivering 

products.



Michelle can also report vulnerabilities and their fixes to senior stakeholders. “Granting 

access to the platform for the SRE team allowed them to take control of their own 

workload, without security becoming a bottleneck. We plan to take the same approach 

with our engineering teams” says Michelle.



5.
 Easy implementation and comprehensive information


Photobox uses a combination of Detectify’s Application Scanning  and Surface Monitoring 

for their public-facing applications. They were impressed by how simple the 

implementation was and how digestible the information is for their teams. “Implementation 

was practically seamless. Turn it on and let it go,” says Michelle.


https://detectify.com/product/application-scanning
https://detectify.com/product/surface-monitoring


Main benefits that Detectify brings

Discovering hidden subdomain vulnerabilities

For Photobox, discovering the number of subdomains that existed was an eye-opener. 

Using Surface Monitoring allowed them to identify and remediate abandonware that was 

never being audited, checked, or shut down. 



“With Surface Monitoring, we found subdomains we didn’t know we had. Not only would 

we likely not have found these subdomains, but we also wouldn’t have known about them 

until someone did something really nasty on one of them and held us to ransom over it. 

The money we spent on Detectify for that alone is value for money,” says Michelle. 

A constant stream of new vulnerabilities 
from Crowdsource

Sonya finds it valuable that Detectify’s tools are constantly updated by Crowdsource and 

have fast turnaround times when new critical vulnerabilities are discovered. Surface 

Monitoring is continually checking Photobox’s exposed assets for new weaknesses, and 

their application scanning is being automated with Application Scan.

Accurate and transparent reporting

With reporting being central to Michelle’s communications to the engineering and upper 

management teams,  she has peace of mind knowing that the information from Detectify is 

accurate and constantly up to date. She can share access to Detectify with teams who are 

granted autonomy to solve issues when they occur.

“We wanted something not only automated 

but had people behind it to continually add 

the latest vulnerabilities. 


That’s where the true value lies”

https://detectify.com/crowdsource/what-is-crowdsource


Best security practices

Michelle’s security tip

Security needs to be pragmatic, it needs to be seen as a 

business enabler not as a blocker to be taken seriously. 

However pragmatism does not mean undermining the 

importance of security. 

Sonya’s security tip

Open source tools can solve most of your problems, but 

it’s not always easy to find the right one. However, it's 

essential to understand how the tools are maintained and 

who is knowledgeable enough to keep using them, making 

sure tools are constantly updated. 



Having a mixture of tools (open-source, in-house, and 3rd 

party) for your unique uses strikes an optimal balance.


For the full version of the case study visit:

www.detectify.com/case-studies/photobox

https://detectify.com/case-studies/photobox



